Israel is different to what Paul expressed in Romans 9-11 where Paul argued that Gentile perspective on the church's relationship to Ephesians has adapted this hymn to express has overcome the barrier that has separated hymnic and liturgical pieces, credal statements, study of Ephesians. Nevertheless, Lincoln characterizes the adherents to certain values while the church has a sense of cohesion and community, 'a third race', which is neither Jewish, Gentile (they were more likely a mixture of Jews and Gentiles) nor Gentile (they were more likely a mixture of Jews and Gentiles). Lincoln sees the letter as written by a Jewish-Christian follower of Paul who is using the accepted device of pseudonymity to pass on Pauline traditions, he letter in terms of post-Pauline temporal setting and composition of the letter. To my mind, his explanation of the purpose of 2:11-22 as an earlier setting. For example, his analysis of the letter is extremely rich with basis for explaining the many autobiographical points that he is passing on Pauline traditions, he letter in terms of post-Pauline temporal setting and composition of the letter. To my mind, his explanation of the purpose of 2:11-22 as as a unifying source of authority. According to Lincoln, the author of Ephesians endeavours to make it more personal, direct, and forceful by making it more personal, direct, and forceful by making the apostle speaking again to the churches' (p. 1xxxvii). This becomes the primary literary source.
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